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After a dogged fight
a big Thingvellir trout
makes one last leap.

Wild trout...
to 30 lb
Peter Gathercole discovers an Icelandic lake that offers truly
astonishing fly-fishing – and it’s only three hours from Heathrow
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Wild trout... to 30 lb

Peter Gathercole
is a regular
contributor to
T&S and has been
a professional
angling
photographer,
writer and fly-tyer
for more than
35 years.

I

’M NOT A great fan of Facebook – far too many
causes to join and smutty jokes to share – but my
curiosity was aroused recently when pictures of
huge brown trout from a lake in Iceland began
popping up. My interest was transformed into
something more when I realised that many of the
photos had been posted by an angler and guide that
I’d worked with a few years ago on a feature for T&S.
And so this May I headed off to meet Gudmundur
Atli Ásgeirsson – Gummi for short – to try to catch
spectacular trout from an extraordinary lake.
Ironically, I had fished the lake about three years
before, but with no proper guide I’d had to make do
with some small but hard-fighting char. I knew then
that the water produced some huge trout but
wrongly assumed that, the lake being so deep,
they had taken trolled lures.
Lake Thingvellir (or Thingvellavatn) is Iceland’s
largest natural lake. Part of the Thingvellir National
Park, it has an area of some 84 sq km, which equates
to just short of 21,000 acres; that’s seven times larger
than Rutland Water. It’s very deep: 374 ft to be precise
with an average depth of 112 ft. Thingvellir is also a
site of incredible geological significance, sitting
between the North American and Eurasian
tectonic plates.

“On the wall of the restaurant is a
cast of that fish – it weighed 15 kg.
No, not a misprint – 15 kg (33 lb)”
If Lake Thingvellir is impressive – and the water
quality is quite staggering – the striking backdrop of
the Botnsúlur range is its equal. Even in late May it
was capped with a pristine layer of snow.
Thingvellir trout feed on four types of char, which
vary in diet and size from the 50 cm snail-eating char
to the 10 cm dwarf char. Last year one elderly
Icelandic gentleman was casting a small spinner
from Lake Thingvellir’s shore when he hooked a big
fish; so big that it took him about four hours to land.
On our way to Gummi’s summerhouse we popped
into the Sea Baron for a satisfying bowl of fish soup.
On the wall of the restaurant is a cast of that trout – it
weighed 15 kg. No, not a misprint – 15 kg (33 lb).
Why do the fish grow quite so big? The theory is
that springs warmed by geothermal activity give the
fish a longer period in which to feed in what is

Gummi’s Rainbow Ghost. The
most successful fly of the trip.
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otherwise very cold water – indeed, at one spot where
we fished, steam billowed up through the rock.
Whether that is the reason or not, the incontrovertible
fact is that over the past few years Thingvellir has
produced some incredibly big trout and in large
numbers. What’s more, these trout are in
exceptionally good condition, exhibiting all the
characteristics of young, fast-growing fish.
But the situation wasn’t always so rosy. In 1959 the
building of a hydro-electric plant badly damaged the
lake’s ability to maintain its trout stocks. Fortunately,
with help from the Icelandic government, this
process has been reversed.
Gummi had planned my itinerary to the last detail.
The only thing that could possibly go wrong was if the
weather turned against us. I was told that it had been
Iceland’s coldest, driest spring since the late
Seventies so at least heavy rain wouldn’t be an issue.
Gummi was insistent that we took full advantage of
the hours of daylight experienced during an Icelandic
summer. He had decided, without asking me, that we
would start fishing from 11 pm and carry on through
to 4 am or even 5 am. Rather like sea-trout fishing at
night but without the night. As we headed east, the
clouds began to build and finally cloaked the distant
peaks. By the time we reached our accommodation a
couple of hours later, it had started raining.
After a short rest we headed for the lake. The rain
was now falling heavily and the air temperature was
only 5 deg C. Hardly the land of the midnight sun.
When we arrived, I was surprised to find a few other
anglers already there. There are a number of hotspots
dotted around the lake, the locations of which, while
not jealously guarded, are certainly not broadcast
freely. But even with that knowledge the tracks
leading to them are best tackled with a four-wheel
drive and a good set of off-road tyres.
We bumped into a chap I’d seen on Facebook. He’d
caught a 9.8 kg fish only a few weeks earlier – before
you reach for your pocket calculator, that’s more than
21 lb. As someone who has always considered a wild
brown trout of 5 lb to be a real prize and anything
over 10 lb to be the fish of a lifetime, a trout of more
than 20 lb caught on a fly is almost unimaginable.
To cut a long story short, neither Gummi nor I, nor
any other angler, caught anything much that night. I
was so tired after all the travelling and the long cold
session that I felt more numb than disappointed.
Because it was so cold at night, Gummi decided that
we’d stand a better chance during the day and I didn’t
argue, so for our next attempt we arrived at the lake
just after lunch. It was still raining but there were no
other anglers around so we headed to a small bay
where Gummi had previously caught some good fish.
He clambered up the high bank behind me to get a
better vantage point and quickly spotted a small pod
of fish with at least one over 5 kg. They were edging
towards me from my right – I did my very best to keep
calm. I made a short cast and was quickly told that it
was too far out. I made another cast; this time more
along the shore. Still too far out. I made another cast,
now only feet from the shore; so close that even
without Polaroids I could see the rocks just beneath
the surface. A quick shout from Gummi informed
me that a good fish had looked at my fly.
I retrieved the line in short, slow strips but there

Under the striking backdrop
of the snow-capped Botnsúlur
range, Gummi braves an
icy northerly wind.

Peter takes a moment
to admire a fish in
exceptional condition.
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was no more word from my fish-spotter. As I raised
the rod to re-cast, a fish bow-waved in after the fly,
almost to my feet. For a split second I saw its torpedo
shape, and then there was a swirl. I struck. There was
solid resistance before the line tore through my
fingers as the fish powered off into the lake.
After a fairly epic tussle I had my prize, an
incredible brown trout with a golden-yellow back,
silver flanks and a razor-sharp tail. It had taken
a small fur-winged lure of Gummi’s, one he calls
the Rainbow Ghost.
Apart from another good fish, which Gummi lost,
that was that for the next few hours. To find more

“There was solid resistance before the
line tore through my fingers as the
fish powered off into the lake”
trout we worked the shoreline until we had reached
what at one point had looked like a distant headland.
There I saw Gummi’s rod go up, and then nothing.
Obviously something had happened. Gummi raised
his hand and I made my way closer to the spot. As I
approached he hooked a small fish of about 3 lb,
which he quickly released.
No more takes occurred, so Gummi carried on. As I
stood gazing out over the lake, the sun broke through,
the wind eased and, 30 yards out, a fish rose. It was a
tough cast with a five-weight rod, but by wading out
as far as I could, I managed to land my fly in the right
spot. I began a figure-of-eight retrieve and was just
wondering if anything was going to happen when the
line was wrenched from my grasp.
Over the next hour the action was hectic with fish
from 4 lb to 7 lb coming every few casts. Incredible

A brightly coloured five-pounder about to be released.
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fishing, but as the cloud returned the temperature
dropped and the fish melted away. We called it a day.
As we made our way back to the vehicle I realised
that I’d missed a trick. From the outset I had been
determined to catch fish on a nymph or a dry-fly, both
of which can work very well on Thingvellir. I’d just
cast at rising fish and in my haste to hook a big trout
the notion had completely slipped my mind.
I had to admire Gummi’s confidence – every day he
was totally convinced the lake would produce the fish
we were after. Our last chance was on a Monday
morning. As we drove around the track following the
curve of a large bay, Lake Thingvellir looked perfect –
the rain had stopped and its surface was rocked by a
gentle wave. Surely this was our chance?
What happened next was a shock. As we rounded
the next headland and drew close to one of Gummi’s
favourite spots, it was as if we had been suddenly
transported to a different world. Instead of the
expected ripple we were greeted by a 3 ft wave
crashing on to the shore, the surface whipped to a
foam by an icy northerly wind. Gummi managed a
few half-hearted casts before trudging back to the
vehicle. I didn’t even bother opening my door.
Despondently, we returned to the area where we
had caught fish previously. We began at the top of the
bay, which afforded a modicum of shelter. I say we,
because in such awful conditions a floating line was
totally out of the question and as Gummi was the
only one with a 5-weight intermediate line we
were forced to share his rod.
I watched and took pictures as Gummi battled
against the wind to make a decent cast. He worked
methodically around the arc of the bay until he was
almost back to where the vehicle was parked.
Nothing. Another few casts, and then he turned to
me, indicating with his right hand that he’d just had a
take. Next cast, I saw the line lock tight and a good fish

Gummi tails a good fish taken on a floating line during a respite from the wind.

The fish that Peter and Gummi had worked so hard for. A magnificent 13 lb 10 oz Thingvellir brown trout.

hit the surface. After a series of mighty runs a fine
seven-pounder was carefully unhooked and released.
It was my turn next and a few seconds after casting
out my line – low, to cut under the wind – I was playing
a superb trout that fought incredibly hard and
weighed just under 8 lb. And so it went on for the next
hour, each of us taking turns to hook and play some
astonishing brown trout.
When my next turn came I hooked our best fish so
far, and after a series of spectacular runs, unusual for
a brown trout, I paused for a few seconds to admire its
broad silver flanks gleaming out from the velvety
black of the lava sand. I slipped it back into the clear
water and handed over the rod – and as I did so, a big
fish rolled to our right.
Gummi cast and the line pulled tight. A big trout
jumped – it looked dark. The fish powered off, taking
no more than 30 yards of backing, which given how
far other fish had run was a surprise. The fight was
more dogged than spectacular, though the trout did
jump again, closer in – but incredibly it looked
nothing like the fish we had seen jump earlier. I think
our hearts sank a little at this point; perhaps it wasn’t
the big fish, after all?
As the trout tired we got some good views of it in the
wave. It was a great fish, certainly, and without doubt
the best either of us had hooked on the trip, but it
didn’t look that big.
As Gummi reached out to land the trout I turned
my back to the wind to switch camera lenses. It was at
this point that he let out a cry. I spun round and then
ran the few feet to the water’s edge. What I saw was

Gummi cradling a superb brown trout that was
obviously well over the 5 kg we had hoped for. It was a
fantastic-looking male fish, less silvery than some of
the others, but the thing that struck me most was its
tail – it was absolutely enormous.
After a few quick guesstimates we confirmed that it
weighed 6.2 kg – that’s 13 lb 10 oz. I was thrilled that
we had finally caught the fish we’d been after and
relieved that Gummi had caught it. Okay, the last bit
might be something of a lie, but what is absolutely
true is that without Gummi’s experience and sheer
determination I would have happily driven back to
the summerhouse hours before. I wouldn’t have
caught those superb fish and I wouldn’t have seen
and photographed one of Thingvellir’s
giant brown trout. I have Gudmundur Atli
Ásgeirsson to thank for that.

Factfile
n Season: May 1-September 15. May and June are the prime months.

n Tackle: 5-6 weight rods and a floating line. An intermediate line is useful if

conditions get too windy. Small lures, nymphs and dry-flies all work well.
A good pair of Polaroids will help you to spot fish when the water is calm.
n Getting there: Icelandair flies every day from Heathrow. A return is
approximately £250, depending on the time of year.
n Fishing cost: A three-day package, including self-catering
accommodation, is 850 euros per person with three people sharing.
The price does not include flights or meals.
n Contact: Gudmundur Atli Ásgeirsson. Tel: +354-8446900.
E-mail: info@flyfishinginiceland.com
Website: www.flyfishinginiceland.com
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